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YOUTH LEADS IN FIGHTER COMMAND

Rank is no prerogative of age in the Royal Air Force, and Britain’s

youngest Fighting Service chooses its leaders in the field from men who are

young in years though "veterans" in experience.

In Fighter Command, nearly all of whose pilots are in the early twenties,
the wing commanders who lead formations of several squadrons into action are

seldom older than 30. One of the youngest, with a score of 22 enemy aircraft

destroyed to his credit, is 23, while the Command's leading night-fighter pilot,
also a wing commander, is only 24.

The wing commander of one Spitfire wing is 25; another, a New Zealander,
is 29, and the Canadian wing leader at one fighter station is the same age.

The equivalent army rank to R.A.F. wing commander is that of lieutenant colonel.

At each of fighter command's most important stations, flying operations

are controlled by a group captain, a rank equivalent to that of colonel in the

Army and captain in the Royal Navy. The average age of the station commanders

at six of the R.A.F.'s fighter bases is 35. The eldest is 38 - an officer with

an outstanding record of success. At another station the 35-years-old

commander has a "bag” of at least eight enemy aircraft destroyed, and still

goes up with his squadrons on a ctions against the enemy.

Another group captain of the same age was formerly commander of a night

fighter squadron which, under his leadership, shot down 45 German bombers.

Experience in action, adaptability to the ever-changing tactics of air

warfare, a quick mind, and theaggressive spirit are the qualities which Fighter

Command looks for and rewards with promotions that take no account of age.


